Roamer on Tour


From Burghausen to Berlin: Peter Wiegand, the ‘Austrian Tom Waits’ starts a six country tour with his band ‘Die Konferenz’. 


Peter Wiegand came to fame as the Austrian Tom Waits. Whether with his own interpretations or translations of the originals, the in Bavaria living singer and actor was more successful than anyone in transmitting Wait’s Amercian world of losers to the pimps, small guys, rent boys and outsiders. Something which not only comes from Wiegand’s deep, melancholic, grating voice, but also from his ‘street-credibility’.

Wiegand was a late-starter, coming to the stage at 30, after spending his youth roaming the world – a wealth of experience which encouraged Wiegand to move on from Waits and develop his own songwriting talents. Also available on CD ‘Catch me, if you dream’ is sometimes poetic, sometimes earthy, partly filled with wisdom and then again with irony – inspiration gleaned from the reality of the big and small things of everyday life. Musically it’s no less colorful: Swing and Viennese intermixed, Latin-American rhythms, Indi-rock meets Polka, a funeral-march Punk. All this is provided by the backing band ‘Die Konferenz’ a group of musicians including the trombone- and tuba-player Leo Gmelch (‘NuNu’ and ‘Passau Art Ensemble’), the saxophonist Wolfgang Roth, base-player Georg Krager, drummer Dim Sclichter and the guitarist Tobias Weber, all of whom are experienced in the overstepping stylistic boundaries.

Peter Wiegend & Die Konferenz – ‘from B to B’, from ‘Burghausen to Berlin’, a musical mirco-cosmos on tour, starts in February, tracing Wiegand’s life as well his fondness for ‘forgotten cultures’. With in – between stops in Passau, Prague, Linz, Novi Sad, Belgrade, Sarajevo, Villach, Munich, Salzburg and Vienna, Peter Wiegand becomes once again a roamer – albeit this time on a pre-planned tour. With ‘From B to B’, Wiegand shares with the audience his own experience that, whilst nothing can replace home, true happiness comes from the heart, not from a place.

Further information about the tour can be found on www.wiegandsingt.de

